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Use this network configuration example to manually upgrade an MC-LAG pair of EX series devices.

Documentation and Release Notes
®

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.
If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.
Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions
Table 1 on page v defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons
Icon

Meaning

Description

Informational note

Indicates important features or instructions.

Caution

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.

Laser warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.

Tip

Indicates helpful information.

Best practice

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.

Table 2 on page v defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.
Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions
Convention

Description

Examples

Bold text like this

Represents text that you type.

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:
user@host> configure

Fixed-width text like this

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Italic text like this

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.
• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

user@host> show chassis alarms
No alarms currently active

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide
• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)
Convention

Description

Examples

Italic text like this

Represents variables (options for

Configure the machine’s domain

which you substitute a value) in

name:

commands or configuration
statements.

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Text like this

Represents names of configuration

• To configure a stub area, include

statements, commands, files, and

the stub statement at the [edit

directories; configuration hierarchy

protocols ospf area area-id]

levels; or labels on routing platform

hierarchy level.

components.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

< > (angle brackets)

Encloses optional keywords or

stub <default-metric metric>;

variables.
| (pipe symbol)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.

broadcast | multicast
(string1 | string2 | string3)

The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.
# (pound sign)

Indicates a comment specified on the

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS

same line as the configuration

only

statement to which it applies.
[ ] (square brackets)

Indention and braces ( { } )

Encloses a variable for which you can

community name members [

substitute one or more values.

community-ids ]

Identifies a level in the configuration

[edit]

hierarchy.

routing-options {
static {

; (semicolon)

route default {

Identifies a leaf statement at a

nexthop address;

configuration hierarchy level.

retain;
}
}
}

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)
Convention

Description

Examples

Bold text like this

Represents graphical user interface

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select

(GUI) items you click or select.

All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.
> (bold right angle bracket)

Separates levels in a hierarchy of

In the configuration editor hierarchy,

menu selections.

select Protocols>Ospf.

Documentation Feedback
We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:
• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.
• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.
• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support
Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.
• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTAC User
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.
• Product warranties—For product warranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.
• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources
For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:
• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/
• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/
• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/
• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/
• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/
• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/
• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/
• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net
To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC
You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.
• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.
• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).
For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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About This Network Configuration Example
This network configuration example (NCE) shows how to manually upgrade an MC-LAG pair of EX series
devices. This process minimizes service disruption and has minimal impact on data center workloads.

SEE ALSO
Understanding Multichassis Link Aggregation Groups
MC-LAG Examples

Use Case Overview
To eliminate the access switch as a single point of failure in a data center environment, multichassis link
aggregation groups (MC-LAGs) enable a client device to form a logical LAG interface between two MC-LAG
peers. An MC-LAG provides redundancy and load balancing between the two MC-LAG peers, multihoming
support, and a loop-free Layer 2 network without running STP. This example uses a basic MC-LAG
configuration, but you can use this process for many different use cases.
This example does not cover how to perform a non-stop software upgrade (NSSU).
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Technical Overview
Manually upgrading MC-LAG peers is similar to an NSSU. The manual upgrade process uses a high-availability
design to systematically remove one device from service in order to perform the upgrade and then reboot.
When servers are dual-homed to each MC-LAG peer, the network can handle the removal of one of the
MC-LAG peers during the upgrade window. There’s a reduction of overall network bandwidth during the
process, but the network remains available.
The MC-LAG is in active-active state and uses the ICCP protocol to keep the device state synchronized
between the members of the MC-LAG. While one peer handles the traffic, the other peer is taken offline
to upgrade the software.
Figure 1 on page 11 illustrates a basic MC-LAG topology.
Figure 1: Basic MC-LAG Topology

Here’s the sequence of events that occur during an upgrade between two MC-LAG peers (Node 1 and
Node 2):
1. All traffic is shifted from Node 1 to Node 2.
2. Node 1 is no longer handling traffic, so the MC-LAG is no longer operational.
3. Software is installed on Node 1 and then reboots.
4. Node 1 comes online, and all traffic is shifted from Node 2 to Node 1.
5. Software is installed on Node 2 and then reboots.
6. When Node 2 is online, the MC-LAG interfaces are re-enabled between the Node 1 and Node 2.
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Requirements
This example uses the following hardware and software components:
• Two EX9251 devices running Junos OS Release 18.2R3
• Junos OS Release 18.4R2
• A test server running Ubuntu Linux 16.04

Overview
To ensure a minimum of downtime, upgrading between software releases requires a sequence of steps
coordinated among all of the network elements This topology uses servers with redundant connections
to the MC-LAG to achieve high-availability during the switch over between MC-LAG peers.
To upgrade the fabric to a new version of Junos OS with minimal traffic disruption, you need to disable
the MC-LAG and upgrade the MC-LAG peers as standalone units. After the software has been upgraded
on both MC-LAG peers, you will re-connect them and re-establish the MC-LAG.
Topology
Figure 2 on page 13 illustrates the MC-LAG topology referred to in this example.
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Figure 2: Topology

EX Series MC-LAG Fabric Upgrade Configuration

IN THIS SECTION
[xref target has no title]

Step-by-Step Procedure
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Use this procedure to upgrade both peers of a MC-LAG fabric consisting of EX9200 switches to the same
Junos OS Release version. We strongly recommend that both members of the MC-LAG are the same
platform.
This configuration example shows how to manually upgrade MC-LAG peers from Junos OS Release
18.2R3-S3 to Junos OS Release 18.4R3.3.
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1. Verify that the MC-LAG state is operational between both MC-LAG peers by checking the MC-LAG
parameters.

user@EX9251-A> show interfaces mc-ae
Member Link

: ae1

Current State Machine's State: mcae active state
Local Status

: active

Local State

: up

Peer Status

: active

Peer State

: up

Logical Interface

: ae1.0

Topology Type

: bridge

Local State

: up

Peer State

: up

Peer Ip/MCP/State

: 10.2.2.1 ae0.0 up

user@EX9251-A> show iccp
Redundancy Group Information for peer 10.2.2.1
TCP Connection

: Established

Liveliness Detection : Up
Backup liveness peer status: Up
Redundancy Group ID

Status

1

Up

Client Application: jdhcpd_iccpd_client
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1
Client Application: l2ald_iccpd_client
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1
Client Application: lacpd
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1

user@EX9251-A> show lacp interfaces ae0
Aggregated interface: ae0
LACP state:

Role

Exp

Def

Dist

Col

Syn

Aggr

Timeout

Activity

xe-0/1/2

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/2

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/3

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active
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xe-0/1/3

Partner

LACP protocol:

No

No

Receive State

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Transmit State

Fast

Active

Mux State

xe-0/1/2

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

xe-0/1/3

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

user@EX9251-A> show lacp interfaces ae1
Aggregated interface: ae1
LACP state:

Role

Exp

Def

Dist

Col

Syn

Aggr

Timeout

Activity

xe-0/1/1

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/1

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

LACP protocol:

Receive State

xe-0/1/1

Current

Transmit State

Mux State

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

Upgrade the EX Series MC-LAG Fabric
Step-by-Step Procedure
1. Copy the new Junos OS software image to the /var/tmp directories on both peers.
Copying the software on both MC-LAG peers stages the software for the upgrade procedure. The copy
operation takes some time to complete while it transfers the Junos OS software images from the server
to the MC-LAG peers.

user@EX9251-A> file copy
http://server.juniper.net/volume/download/docroot/software/junos/18.4R2.7/junos-vmhost-install-ex92xx-x86-64-18.4R2.7.tgz
/var/tmp/

user@EX9251-B> file copy
http://server.juniper.net/volume/download/docroot/software/junos/18.4R2.7/junos-vmhost-install-ex92xx-x86-64-18.4R2.7.tgz
/var/tmp/

2. Disable the server-facing interfaces on EX9251-A to minimize disruption during the switch over to
EX9251-B.
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user@EX9251-A# set interfaces xe-0/1/1 disable

user@EX9251-A# commit and-quit

Figure 3: Disabling the Server-Facing Interface on EX9251-A

3. Disable the uplink interfaces on EX9251-A.

user@EX9251-A# set interfaces xe-0/1/4 disable

user@EX9251-A# commit and-quit
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Figure 4: Disabling the Uplink Interface on EX9251-A

4. Disable the interfaces between the EX9251-A and EX9251-B.
This breaks up the MC-LAG.

user@EX9251-A# set interfaces xe-0/1/2 disable

user@EX9251-A# set interfaces xe-0/1/3 disable

user@EX9251-A# commit and-quit

user@EX9251-B# set interfaces xe-0/1/2 disable

user@EX9251-B# set interfaces xe-0/1/3 disable

user@EX9251-B# commit and-quit
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Figure 5: Disabling Interfaces Between EX9251-A and EX9251-B

5. Upgrade EX9251-A.

user@EX9251-A> request vmhost software add /var/tmp/junos-vmhost-install-ex92xx-x86-64-18.4R2.7.tgz
reboot

Figure 6: Upgrading EX9251-A
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6. To redirect the traffic from EX9251-B to EX9251-A, re-enable the server-facing and uplink interfaces
on EX9251-A.

user@EX9251-A# delete interfaces xe-0/1/1 disable

user@EX9251-A# delete interfaces xe-0/1/4 disable

user@EX9251-A# commit and-quit

Figure 7: Re-enabling Server-Facing and Uplink Interfaces

7. Disable the server-facing interfaces on EX9251-B.

user@EX9251-B# set interfaces xe-0/1/1 disable

user@EX9251-B# commit and-quit
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Figure 8: Disabling Server-Facing Interfaces on EX9251-B

8. Disable the uplink interfaces on EX9251-B, so that the traffic goes through EX9251-A.

user@EX9251-B# set interfaces xe-0/1/4 disable

user@EX9251-B# commit and-quit
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Figure 9: Disabling Uplink Interfaces on EX9251-B

9. Upgrade EX9251-B.

user@EX9251-B> request vmhost software add /var/tmp/junos-vmhost-install-ex92xx-x86-64-18.4R2.7.tgz
reboot

Figure 10: Upgrading EX9251-B
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10. Re-enable the ICCP-PL interface between EX9251-A and EX9251-B.

user@EX9251-A# delete interfaces xe-0/1/2 disable

user@EX9251-A# delete interfaces xe-0/1/3 disable

user@EX9251-A# commit and-quit

user@EX9251-B# delete interfaces xe-0/1/2 disable

user@EX9251-B# delete interfaces xe-0/1/3 disable

user@EX9251-B# commit and-quit

11. Re-enable the server-facing and uplink interfaces on EX9251-B.

user@EX9251-B# delete interfaces xe-0/1/1 disable
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user@EX9251-B# delete interfaces xe-0/1/4 disable

user@EX9251-B# commit and-quit

Verification
Verify that the MC-LAG Fabric is Operational
Purpose
Verify that the MC-LAG Fabric is operational.
Action

user@EX9251-A> show interfaces mc-ae
Member Link

: ae1

Current State Machine's State: mcae active state
Local Status

: active

Local State

: up

Peer Status

: active

Peer State

: up

Logical Interface

: ae1.0

Topology Type

: bridge

Local State

: up
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Peer State

: up

Peer Ip/MCP/State

: 10.2.2.1 ae0.0 up

user@EX9251-A> show iccp
Redundancy Group Information for peer 10.2.2.1
TCP Connection

: Established

Liveliness Detection : Up
Backup liveness peer status: Up
Redundancy Group ID

Status

1

Up

Client Application: jdhcpd_iccpd_client
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1
Client Application: l2ald_iccpd_client
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1
Client Application: lacpd
Redundancy Group IDs Joined: 1

user@EX9251-A> show lacp interfaces ae0
Aggregated interface: ae0
LACP state:

Role

Exp

Def

Dist

Col

Syn

Aggr

Timeout

Activity

xe-0/1/2

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/2

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/3

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/3

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

LACP protocol:

Receive State

Transmit State

Mux State

xe-0/1/2

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

xe-0/1/3

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

user@EX9251-A> show lacp interfaces ae1
Aggregated interface: ae0
LACP state:

Role

Exp

Def

Dist

Col

Syn

Aggr

Timeout

Activity

xe-0/1/2

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/2

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/3

Actor

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

xe-0/1/3

Partner

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

Active

LACP protocol:

Receive State

Transmit State

Mux State
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xe-0/1/2

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

xe-0/1/3

Current

Fast periodic Collecting distributing

Meaning
You can see that the MC-LAG is operational because the MC-AE interface and ICCP connections are up.
Verify that the New Version of Junos OS is Installed
Purpose
Verify that the new version of Junos OS is installed on EX9251-A and EX9251-B.
Action

user@EX9251-A> show version
Hostname: EX9251-A
Model: ex9251
Junos: 18.4R2.7

user@EX9251-B> show version
Hostname: EX9251-B
Model: ex9251
Junos: 18.4R2.7

Meaning
You can see that Junos OS 18.4R2.7 is installed on EX9251-A and EX9251-B.

Conclusion
Now you can manually upgrade an EX Series MC-LAG Fabric with minimal impact to your data center
workloads. You can use this procedure to upgrade any MC-LAG configuration with a similar topology.

Device Configuration Details
Step-by-Step Procedure
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This is the MC-LAG configuration used in this example.
EX9251-A

set chassis aggregated-devices ethernet device-count 2
set interfaces xe-0/1/1 ether-options 802.3ad ae1
set interfaces xe-0/1/2 ether-options 802.3ad ae0
set interfaces xe-0/1/3 ether-options 802.3ad ae0
set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching interface-mode trunk
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v501
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v101
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp periodic fast
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp system-id 02:02:02:02:02:02
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp admin-key 2
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae mc-ae-id 2
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae redundancy-group 1
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae chassis-id 0
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae mode active-active
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae status-control active
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae init-delay-time 240
set interfaces ae1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching interface-mode access
set interfaces ae1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v101
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.9/24 vrrp-group 101 virtual-address 10.1.1.1
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.9/24 vrrp-group 101 priority 200
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.9/24 vrrp-group 101 accept-data
set interfaces irb unit 501 family inet address 10.2.2.2/24
set multi-chassis multi-chassis-protection 10.2.2.1 interface ae0
set protocols iccp local-ip-addr 10.2.2.2
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.1 session-establishment-hold-time 340
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.1 redundancy-group-id-list 1
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.1 backup-liveness-detection backup-peer-ip 10.92.70.204
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.1 liveness-detection minimum-receive-interval 60
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.1 liveness-detection transmit-interval minimum-interval 60
set protocols rstp interface ae0 disable
set protocols rstp interface ae1 edge
set protocols rstp interface all mode point-to-point
set protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
set switch-options service-id 2
set vlans v101 vlan-id 101
set vlans v101 l3-interface irb.101
set vlans v101 mcae-mac-synchronize
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set vlans v501 vlan-id 501
set vlans v501 l3-interface irb.501

Step-by-Step Procedure
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EX9251-B

set chassis aggregated-devices ethernet device-count 2
set interfaces xe-0/1/1 ether-options 802.3ad ae1
set interfaces xe-0/1/2 ether-options 802.3ad ae0
set interfaces xe-0/1/3 ether-options 802.3ad ae0
set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching interface-mode trunk
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v501
set interfaces ae0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v101
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp active
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp periodic fast
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp system-id 02:02:02:02:02:02
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options lacp admin-key 2
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae mc-ae-id 2
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae redundancy-group 1
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae chassis-id 1
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae mode active-active
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae status-control standby
set interfaces ae1 aggregated-ether-options mc-ae init-delay-time 240
set interfaces ae1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching interface-mode access
set interfaces ae1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members v101
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.10/24 vrrp-group 101 virtual-address 10.1.1.1
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.10/24 vrrp-group 101 priority 100
set interfaces irb unit 101 family inet address 10.1.1.10/24 vrrp-group 101 accept-data
set interfaces irb unit 501 family inet address 10.2.2.1/24
set multi-chassis multi-chassis-protection 10.2.2.2 interface ae0
set protocols iccp local-ip-addr 10.2.2.1
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.2 session-establishment-hold-time 340
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.2 redundancy-group-id-list 1
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.2 backup-liveness-detection backup-peer-ip 10.92.70.202
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.2 liveness-detection minimum-receive-interval 60
set protocols iccp peer 10.2.2.2 liveness-detection transmit-interval minimum-interval 60
set protocols rstp interface ae0 disable
set protocols rstp interface ae1 edge
set protocols rstp interface all mode point-to-point
set protocols rstp bpdu-block-on-edge
set switch-options service-id 2
set vlans v101 vlan-id 101
set vlans v101 l3-interface irb.101
set vlans v101 mcae-mac-synchronize
set vlans v501 vlan-id 501
set vlans v501 l3-interface irb.501

